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The ULYSSES project
The European research project UL YS SES aims '; to bridge the gap between
environmental science and democratic policy making in the climate domain. For this
we study judgements of informed citizens on climate policy and make these
judgements available to policy rnakers. As a support in this process the citizens will
be given access to state-of-the-art computer models on environmental change.
Between 1996 and 1999 ULYS SES will conduct and analyse group discussions with
citizens in Barcelona, Venice, Athens, Zurich, Frankfurt, Manchester, and
Stockholm.
Objective
Policy makers dealing with complex environmental problems need knowledge from environmental science
as well as from the social sciences to back up their decisions. Integrated Assessment (lA) research aims at
providing useful overviews of relevant problems and elements of possible solutions for this purpose. In this
context ULYSSES - short for Urban LifestYles, SuStainability, and Integrated Environmental ASsessment develops procedures for including public participation in lA.
Science can provide neither unique descriptions nor unique solutions for truly complex environmental
problems. On the other hand, citizens are used to deal with a variety of conflicting yet legitimate
interpretations in democracy which is basically government by public debate. In this situation assessments
can tmprove both in quality and in political relevance by combining expert knowledge with public
pruticipation.

Methodology
In arder to develop a procedure for public participation in Integrated Assessment, ULYSSES designs a
discursive process which is based on the focus group method. In a kind of microcosm of social learning
small groups of citizens share a moderated discussion on climate risks and options for clirnate policy. These
IA-Focus Groups meet approximately fi ve times. They debate on climate policy, have access to relevant
information to suppott their debates, and express their resulting judgement. The range of arguments and
judgements expressed by the citizens will then be condensed and made available to interested decision
makers.
One of the basic tasks of ULYSSES is to design an interface between these IA-Focus Groups and computer
models. Our hypothesis is that citizens can arrive at reasonable and informed judgements on environmental
policy if they have the opportunity to shru·e an in-depth debate and if they are provided with relevant
infonnation in a suitable format. For this information the IA-Focus Groups organised by ULYSSES have
access to state-of-the-rut computer models relevant for decision support on environmental issues. These
models include IMAGE (the lntegrated Model to Assess the Greenhouse Effect), TARGETS (the Tool for
Analysing Regional and Global Environment and Health Targets for Sustainability), PoleStru·, and NAIADE
(tbe Novel Approach to lmprecise Assessment and Decision Environments).
UL YSSES tests this IA-Focus Group procedure in the domain of urban lifestyles and their connection to
climate change. In arder to experience the cultural diversity within Europe in our experiments we will
conduct IA-Focus Groups in urban regions throughout Europe: Bru·celona, Venice, Athens, Zurich, Frankfurt
(Rhine/Main), Manchester, and Stockholm.
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Abstract

In the beginnings of climate change policy, results from the natural sciences were essential for
motivating the establishment of global change diplomacy. Meanwhile, these results must be
combined with findings from the social sciences if effective climate policy is to emerge. In
particular, participatory techniques for the involvement of stakeholders, ranging from ordinary
citizens to business people, are needed. The paper presents the technique of IA-Focus Groups,
designed primarily for the involvement of citizens in lntegrated Assessments of environmental
change. It focuses on collages produced by IA-Focus Group participants faced with alternative
possibilities of energy use. The results suggest that citizens across Europe see strong reductions of
current levels of energy use as more desirable than a business-as-usual perspective. Moreover, they
indicate that the opinion formation by citizens is by no means restricted to unambiguous
stereotypes. We relate these findings to the hypothesis of 'reflexive modernization', stressing the
importance of uncertainty and ambiguity in environmental debates. Implications for representing
uncertainty in lA models are discussed.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The beginnings of global climate policy were shaped by research results from the natural sciences.
These results led to a worldwide awareness of the problem of climate change and to the
establishment of a diplomatic machinery organized around this problem. With the Kyoto protocol, a
second phase has started. Majar changes of global economic structure are being envisaged, as
implied by long-term reductions of greenhouse gas emissions. As the 1998 Buenos Aires COP-4
meeting has shown, however, no such majar changes are currently being implemented. Rather, a
Iong-term effort has started to design possible institutions and mechanisms whose implications are
being gradually explored by international environmental diplomacy.
This phase is essential to build up the know-how and the trust relations required to develop effective
environmental policies at a global scale (Jaeger et al., 1997). However, it is clearly insufficient if
the problem of climate change is to be effectively addressed. If effective climate policy is to
emerge, actions taking place at the level of international environmental diplomacy must be
combined with actions involving various kinds of stakeholders. They range from peasants to forest
managers, from tourist operators to inhabitants of coastal zones, and from financia! investors to
ordinary citizen. Involving the latter will be necessary because climate mitigation measures will
"require consumer and worker cooperation as well as citizen consent" (Kempton, 1991) to be
successfully implemented (see also Lofstedt, 1992).
In terms of research, this implies a growing need for the integration of social science research (see
Shackley and Skodvin, 1995), and in particular of participatory techniques into research on global
change. Social science is needed to provide knowledge about stakeholders and their ways of
opinion formation, and also to provide opportunities for including the knowledge of stakeholders
and their judgements about controversia! issues in policy making.
While a continuing dialogue between science and policy will remain essential (Moss, 1995), it will
have to be complemented by the involvement of wider stakeholder groups. Especially for
assessments of global change from a regional point of view, which is central for the formulation and
implementation of policy measures, the need to integrate stakeholder perspectives has been stressed
in recent research (see, e.g., the discussions by Yin and Cohen, 1994, of the Mackenzie Basin, and
of Magalhaes, 1998, of Nmtheast Brazil).
Integrating participatory techniques from the social science looks especially promising for global
change research using methods of Integrated Assessment (IA). The goal of IA is to use
interdisciplinary research for providing information of direct policy relevance (Tol and Vellinga,
1998). This suggests that integrating natural with social sciences and combining academic research
with stakeholder involvement would fit well into IA methodology. Indeed, while the participatory
dimension of IA is still somewhat under-researched - especially with regard to citizen involvement
- the interest of the IA research community in developing techniques of participatory IA is high
(Schneider, 1997, Toth and Hizsnyik, 1998, Higer, 1998). With the present paper, we provide a
methodology and first results which may help to foster a research agenda in this perspective.
The paper is organized as follows. In section two we discuss our research question and method.
Refining the hypothesis of 'reflexive modernization ', we develop two related hypotheses: first, that
arguments questioning the idea of progress characteristic for 'simple modernization' play an
important role in laypersons' conversations about climate change and energy use; and second, that
in these conversations the ability to deal with ambiguity and doubt is essential. The method we
propase for investigating these hypotheses is the one of ' IA-Focus Groups'. In section three we
discuss results from IA-Focus Groups, conducted with citizens in four European countries, in
relation to these hypotheses. Here we focus on collages which the participants produced on different
scenarios of energy use. In section four, we draw three kinds of conclusions from this discussion.
2
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First, concerning how the citizens in our IA-Focus Groups . assessed a strong energy reduction
scenario versus a business-as-usual scenario. Second, concerning the concept of reflexive
modernization in the light of our IA-Focus Group findings. And third, concerning possible
implications from the collage work in IA-Focus Groups for the IA-modeling community.
2. RESEARCH QUESTION ANO RESEARCH METHOD
2.1 SPECIFYING THE HYPOTHESIS OF REFLEXIVE MODERNIZATION
The current development of the global socio-technical system constructed by humankind is based
on ideas of progress in understanding and controlling nature. Therefore, it is often described as a
project of modernization. A number of authors, however, have argued that this project of modernity
and enlightenment has lost its dynamics and entered a stage of crisis, visible in a number of
conflicts about the role of science and technology. In particular, and this is highly relevant for the
problem of climate change, it is often unclear what may count as acceptable evidence in a pluralist
society, where different social groups and institutions take different, sometimes contradictory,
standards of knowledge for granted (Jasanoff, 1991). There is, of course, disagreement about
reasons and implications of this crisis, and about whether emerging alternatives to modernity would
indicate the beginning of a postmodern (Lyotard, 1979) or rather a neo-conservative society
(Habermas, 1985).
Sorne authors have developed theoretical concepts that go beyond the dichotomous approach of
modernity vs. postmodernity, stressing that modernity requires majar modifications but
nevertheless remains a key normative and descriptive concept. Habermas and Beck are authors that
can be identified with such a position, which could be called neo-modern. In Habermas'
terminology, the crisis of traditional modernity is described as the increasing influence of
instrumental rationality beyond its traditional fields of application within the economic and political
system. According to Habermas, however, a modified new modernity could be related to the
concept of communicative rationality (Habermas, 1988a; Habermas, 1988b). This philosophical
idea calls for sociological refinement with regard to the emergence of global risks, which clearly
challenge the na'ive belief in progress characteristic of early modernization.
A useful sociological starting-point for an investigation about global risks is provided by the
hypothesis of 'reflexive modernization' (Beck, Giddens, and Lash, 1994). For ease of exposition, in
the following we focus on Beck's (1994) discussion of this concept. Accordingly, reflexive
modernization means a 'modernization of modernity', in the process of which industrial modernity
is replaced by yet another form of modernity. Symptoms of this are changes in class and gender
roles. An important condition for reflexive modernization to arise is the evolution of ' risk society'
(Beck, 1992): ata certain stage in industrial society, the threats produced by industrialization itself
have begun to undermine fmther progress. Beck distinguishes two phases of this development. In a
first phase, threats are systematically produced, but are not yet central issues of debate. This
' residual risk society' is reflexive only in the sense of self-application (self-produced threats lead to
a limited modernization of modemity) but not yet in the sense of conscious reflection. Citing
Günter Anders, Beck argues that it is especiaJly this lack of reflection in the transition from
industrial society to risk society in the sense of a 'blindness of apocalypse' which leads to the
pervasiveness of new risks (Beck, 1996). The dangers of industrial society become issues of
political debate only in a further stage of development, and deliberative reflection leads to truly
reflexive modernization.
This transition from 'simple modernization' into the reflexive world of a 'risk society' cannot be
understood or even observed from a purely technical point of view. The crucial point is that threats
produced by industrial society begin to exceed social ideas of safety which are characteristic for the
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same industrial society. This has far-reaching implications for the chance of implementing plans
1
developed by experts:

completely unconsciously, but not fully consciously and .in a focussed way either. They
rather resemble a collective blind person without a cane ora dog but with a nose for
what is personally right and important and, if scaled ,up to the Leve/ of generality,
cannot be totally false." (p. 21)

"In risk society, new expressways, rubbish incinerator plants, chemical, nuclear or
biotechnological factories and research institutes encounter a resistance of the
immediately affected population groups. That, and not (as in early industrialization)
rejoicing at this progress, is what has cometo be predictable. "(p. 29)
The new situation is characterized by the emergence of irreversible hazards which often have global
scale, do not affect one single social class but a]), and have long term repercussions. This means that
the new risks can often not be delimited spatially, temporally or socially, leading to a crisis of
notions of insurance and safety provisions and giving rise toa "paradigm confusion" (Beck, 1995).
Multiple and contradictory viewpoints become the n01m rather than the exception. "Insurance
experts (involuntarily) contradict safety experts. While the latter diagnose zero 1isk, the former
decide: uninsurable. Experts are undercut or deposed by opposing experts (p. 11)".
Uncertainty and ambivalence, however, do not mean that experts and science have no role to play
any more. "Contrary to a widespread mistake, doubt makes everything - science, knowledge,
criticism or morality - possible once again, only different, a couple of sizes smaller, more tentative,
personal, colorful and open to social learning (p. 33)". Beck also speaks of "the transition from
simple to reflexive scientization (p. 49)", and argues that everyone or no one is an expert in risk
issues where cultural acceptance is a key question. Funtowicz and Ravetz (1992, 1994) have
proposed the related concept of the 'extended peer community', which should extend scientific
discourse on issues that involve high uncertainties together with high decision stakes (see also Rosa,
1998).
In reflexive modernization, not only the rules for scientific discourse but also the rules of politics
change. According to Beck, the transition from 'simple' to 'reflexive' modernization may bypass
traditional fora for political decisions like parliaments and governments. The reason he sees for this
is that the clear-cut distinctions between left and right and between public and prívate, around
which the political realm is constructed in simple modernization, are blurred in reflexive
2
modernization. The old categories of left and right are losing - or at least changing - their meaning,
as reflexive modernization results from side-effects of the successes of the market economy rather
than from conflicts between rich and poor. The distinction between public and prívate becomes
blurred in reflexive modernization as the increasing interconnection of personal life with global
problems affects tapies at the very center of politics. " [T]he political constellation of industrial
society is becoming unpolitical, while what was unpolitical in industrialism is becoming political
(p. 18)", the latter including the prívate sector, business, science, urban lifestyles, and everyday life.
ln this new situation, not only agents from the traditional political system appear on the political
stage, but also professional and occupational groups, research institutions and management,
citizens' initiatives and individuals. The role of the state is changing from the "decision and action
state" to "the negotiation state, which arranges stages and directs the show (p. 39)".
Reflexive modernization does not mean that all aspects of 'simple modernization' are negated,
especially not all of them at once. If people withdraw :from viewpoints and institutions of 'simple
modernization', in Beck's view they often do so "step by step and issue by issue", "half-heartedly,
with one foot, soto speak, while the [other] foot is still firmly planted in the old arder" (p. 21).
"Beneath and behind the fa~ades of the old industrial order, which are sometimes still
brilliantly polished, radical changes and new departures are taking place, not

'Where notindicated otherwise, the following quotations are from Beck (1994).

While Beck1s ideas on Risk Society and Reflexive Modernization have undoubtedly added to our
understanding of reasons and implications of the current crisis of modernity, they also have been
subject to extensive criticism from the sociology community. In particular, Irwin, Lash and Wynne
criticize Beck for his rather narrow treatment of science and risk, but in somewhat different ways.
Irwin 1s critique of Beck1s assumptions concerns bis unquestioning treatment of science in the
modernization process (Irwin, 1995). Irwin 1s main arguments relate to those often associated with
the Sociology of Scientific Knowledge perspective, in suggesting that a more varied and
heterogeneous notion of science is needed. Lash, too, propases a somewhat more socio-cultural
model of risk and modernity than Beck. His main criticism concerns Beck1s almost exclusive focus
on expert knowledge, and neglect of cultural 1 hermeneutic dimensions of late modemity, which
1
• • • entails at the same time a neglect of this crucial dimension of politics and everyday life' (1994b,
p. 200). Wynne contests Beck's arguments on the grounds that he provides an overly realist account
of the recent emergence of cultural consciousness and public skepticism of modernity and its
institutions (Wynne, 1996). Moreover, he also criticizes Beck for his uncritical treatment of
scientific knowledge in his arguments about the risk society: '... There is never the slightest hint that
there could in the public realm be the basis of alternative forms of public knowledge, and arder,
from those given in existing forms of instrumental knowledge 1 (1996, pp. 45-46).
Al1 these criticisms of Beck's analysis of 'reflexive modernization' concern, among other things,
the insufficient attention paid to laypersons' knowledge and perspectives. The present study
addresses this problem. It has been designed specifically to investigate what modes of argument
actually come into play at the interface between scientific expertise and laypersons' knowledge with
regard to clirnate change.

The concept of reflexive modernization leads to two hypotheses concerning this problem. First, one
should expect arguments questioning the received idea of progress to play an important role in
laypersons' conversations about climate change. An instructive opportunity to investigate this
hypothesis is given by business-as-usual scenarios for energy use. The increasing ability of humans
to control energy transformations which exceed the human metabolism by orders of magnitude is a
hallmark of progress as understood by simple modemization. Business as usual scenarios take this
ability for granted and assume that in the decades to come energy use per person will not decrease
in highly industrialized countries and will rapidly increase in less developed countries (for the often
neglected issue of energy inequities within developing countries, see Siddiqi, 1995). We have
investigated whether ordinary citizens still take it for granted that the continuation of these trends
will lead to increased welfare for themselves and their children. We have also investigated the
possibly more challenging prospect of strongly reducing energy use.
However, there is a crucial difference between the notion of reflexive modernization and various
forms of environmentalist opposition to simple modernization. The latter tends to simply reverse an
existing arder of priorities: the balance should be tipped in favor of environmental conservation and
against risk-taking for the sake of economic gains. The certainties of modernization should be
superseded by a restored tradition of "living in harmony with nature". Reflexive modernization is
more subtle: it is pervaded by doubts and can live with ambivalence. The specific hypothesis which
we want to formulate is that in laypersons' conversations about climate change it is not necessarily
clear-cut arguments in favor of one policy or another which carry the day, but that at least in sorne
instances arguments emphasizing ambiguity and doubt may well be seen as more appropriate.

' Beck suggests that distinctions displacing the old polarity of left versus right rnight be: What is your attitude towards uncertainty
(safe-unsafe)? What is your attitude towards strangers (inside-outside)? And what is your attitude towards the possibility of shaping
society (political-unpolitical)?

4
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2.2 AEFLEXIVE MODERNIZATION ANO IA-FOCUS GROUPS
In order to investigate these two hypotheses, we will discuss material obtained from a participatory
procedure of Integrated Assessment (IA): IA-Focus Groups. IA has become a common procedure in
climate change research as in other environmental studies (Jaeger, 1998). Two major tools used are
computer models and expert panels. In IA-Focus groups, these tools are complemented with group
discussions with various stak:eholders, including ordinary citizen. The participatory techniques used
in this procedure are based on the focus group method (see Morgan and Krueger, 1998). A related
process drawing both on elements of focus group methods and of opinion polling on complex
environmental issues has been described by Doble (1995). The concept of IA-Focus Groups, which
combine focus group techniques with the use of IA-computer models, is discussed by Kasemir et al.
(in press), and first results from IA-Focus Groups in connection with the hypothesis of reflexive
modernization are given by Jaeger et al. (forthcoming).
The present study is based on 19 IA-Focus Groups conducted in four different European countries.
The groups involved about 140 citizens in urban regions from the South to the North of Europe
(Barcelona, Zurich, Frankfurt, Stockholm). The group design was based on the following main
elements (for more details, see the Appendix):

•

Recruitment: All participants of one focus group had their place of residence in the same region.
However, selection criteria were applied during the recruitment process in order to get a
heterogeneous group composition with regard to age, gender, occupation and education, income
and with regard to attitudes towards the environment.

•

Non-verbal assessments: At the beginning of the process, the participants produced collages on
the future of their region under different assumptions for the development of energy use.

•

Discussions on global change: The participants discussed about global change with a focu s on
climate and energy issues. During this process, the participants were faced with one or several
computer models on global change. A model moderator helped the group to use the model as a
support in the discussions.

•

Discussions on regional goals and policy options: The participants also discussed regional
policy goals and options, particularly with respect to climate issues. These discussions were
backed up by the use of a computer model on regional or personal environmental accounts and
corresponding scenarios.

•

Citizens' report: At the end of the process, the groups produced a written citizens' report, giving
their assessment in response to sorne questions on climate and energy issues.

Above, we quoted Beck's metaphor of the 'collective blind person' in the hypothesized transition to
reflexive modernization. Debates on energy and climate risks in IA-Focus Groups may help us
understand better where this 'collective blind person ', of which we as researchers are part, is going
and what mental images are surfacing during her journey. In the following, we will interpret
findings from our IA-Focus Groups in relation to this question. We will discuss collages produced
by focus group participants visualizing different scenarios for the future. We found that collage
production can be a very productive tool in JA-Focus Group discussions on alternative future
developments. Collages are a projective technique allowing the pa1ticipants to express and
communicate their spontaneous associations with different development paths. The collages allow
us to better understand how the focus group participants themselves conceive such different futures.
The co11ages discussed here were produced by the IA-Focus Group participants starting from two
alternative assumptions: one subgroup of each IA-Focus Group expressed their associations with
the continuation of present trends of energy use up to the year 2030 in one collage, while the other
subgroup produced a second collage on 50% reduction of energy use up to the same year. These
collages were then analyzed for systematic differences in the way these different visions of the
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future- business-as-usual versus strong reduction of energy use - were conceived by citizens in the
IA-Focus Groups. Do debates in IA-Focus Groups treat industrial modernity as problematic? lf so,
what associations and images do citizens in IA-Focus Groups have with regard to the further
development of modernization? How do citizens participating in IA-Focus Groups deal with
uncertainty, ambiguity and doubt? These are sorne of the questions that can be investigated with the
material from IA-Focus Groups.

3. CITIZENS' IMAGES OF THE FUTURE: FINDINGS FROM IA-FOCUS GROUPS
What ideas do citizens have with regard to climate change and energy use? Or more specifically,
what images do they associate with different scenarios of future energy use? In the current section,
we will discuss collages produced in IA-Focus Groups by European citizens in four European
countries. The citizens in these groups were asked to imagine how their region could look like in 30
years time under two different assumptions: first, if present trends of energy use continue; second, if
energy use is reduced to half of its current level within the next 30 years.
For this purpose, the group was usually split into two subgroups, each starting from one of these
two assumptions. The participants had between 30 minutes and an hour for producing the collages.
They were provided with a mix of different magazines (technical and motor magazines, nature
magazines, and general magazines concerning society, lifestyle, and hobbies) featuring colored
pictures, and also with scissors, glue and pens. After producing the collages, the subgroups
presented their collages to each other and discussed them.
The collages discussed here thus do not show whether the citizens thought that energy use will
actually be reduced to 50% of its current level within 30 years. They only show what impacts the
participants associated with the case that this would happen, compared to a business-as-usual
scenario. IA-Focus Groups in Barcelona, Zurich, the Frankfurt region, and Stockholm produced
collages along these lines within the Urban Lifestyles, Sustainability and Integrated Environmental
Assessment (ULYSSES) project. Details on how this collage process was embedded in the overall
focus group script can be found in the Appendix.
Sorne of the collages produced were either unambiguously positive or negative, others explicitly
showed uncertainty and ambivalence. In classifying collages as positive, negative, or ambiguous,
we looked for images of the following types of associations in each collage:

POSITIVE ASSOCIATIONS

NEGATIVE ASSOCIATIONS

•

Emotional and physical well-being

•

Emotional and physical distress

•

Harmony, natural and integrated lifestyle

•

Conflict, alienation and poverty

•

Health of natural environment

•

Degradation of natural environment

•

Health of human environment

•

Degradation of human environment

Table 1: Association categories used for analyzing the collages
These types of positive or negative associations had been abstracted from an inventory of images
appearing in the collages of our focus groups. The individual collages were then analyzed for the
occurrence of pictures corresponding to these types of associations. The impression gained by
7
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analyzing the collage pictures in this manner was then checked against transcripts of the collage
presentations and discussions in the focus groups. This proved essential for gaining a deeper
understanding of what the collages meant for the citizens. Sometimes, it also helped to avoid clear
misinterpretations. Por example, one image within a collage looked clearly positive (health of
natural environment in tbe form of an intact seashore), while from the transcript, it became clear
that what tbe group wanted to express was that this was a good aspect of the past which would be
lost in a scenario of continuing present trends.
In principie, we could have obtained six types of collages in these processes: clearly positive
collages on business-as-usual, clearly negative collages on business-as-usual, or ambiguous collages
on business-as-usual, and the corresponding three types for energy reduction. From these six
possible types, two did not appear: clearly positive collages on business-as-usual, and clearly
negative collages on energy reduction:

Business-as-usual

Negative

Ambiguous

Positive

Collages

Collages

Collages

X
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Britta:

climate catastrophes, environmental catastrophes, floodings, droughts
... all the same, still [there will be] p éople who insist on all their
privileges.'
(Focus group 8, Frankfurt region)

Another example is a collage from Zurich on continuing present trends (see figure 1), presented
with the following comments:
Renate:

' .. . the world is half drowning. There a skeleton, there we have the hands
looking out of the water like that, because .. . the leve! of the water is rising
and rising. There we already ha ve graves ... '
(Focus group 4, Zurich)

X
X

Energy Reduction

X

Table 2: Collage types occurring (marked by X) and not occurring (unmarked) in the lA focus
groups

The types of collages found in our focus groups are discussed in more detail below. Overall, in the
collages obtained in these groups, associations witb strong energy reductions were more optimistic
than those related to business-as-usual. Business-as-usual was often associated with degrading
natural and human environrnent. Clearly optimistic visions of continuing present trends were not
found.
But what concrete images do citizens associate with these developments? And what roles do
uncertainty and ambivalence play in these images? Tbese questions shall be illustrated below with
examples from collages of tbe different types obtained, and with related quotes from the
corresponding focus group transcripts. In this discussion we will pay special attention to collages
expressing ambiguity. From our experience it seems that collages of this type are often more
complex and need more effort of interpretation than straightforwardly positive or negative ones.
3.1 CLEARLY POSITIVE ANO CLEARLY NEGATIVE COLLAGES

Clearly negative collages were found only for business-as-usual scenarios, clearly positive collages
only for energy reduction scenarios.
Business-as-usual and fear

The continuation of present trends was often associated with clearly negative images expressing
fear. One example is a purely negative collage on business-as-usual in the Frankfurt region,
including a picture of a young man on a motorcycle together with images of natural degradation,
illness and social decline. lt was commented by one of the participants as follows:

8

Figure 1: Detail of collage on continuing present trends.
(Focus group 4, Zurich)

As in these two examples, clearly negative collages on continuing present trends often contained
both images of degradation of the natural environrnent like desertification and floods, and images of
degrading human living conditions like illness, high inequality, poverty or violence.
Tbe corresponding presentations and discussions of the collages did not only contain depressed
statements, but occasionally also cynicism, like in the following description of the role of cars in the
society of the future:

9
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Peter:

... the car industry that continues to grow beautifully and will characterize
our country as ever. There are just sorne little side effects: Here we have
someone who is badly wounded, here we have allergies occurring, but the
cars are nice and coloiful. We have a bright and colorful world, even if
prosperity has decreased a bit; this is a world in which things only get
worse as it grows and thrives. Germany in 2030.
(Focus group 2, Frankfurt region)

Other examples bordering on black humor or cynicism carne up in one focus group in Zurich and
one in the Frankfurt region. In both cases, in response to the moderator's question whether they
could not imagine any positive aspects of continuing present trends (of energy use), participants
said that mortality would increase. That in turn would be good for the environment (Focus group 7,
Frankfurt region; Focus group 4, Zurich).

Fear, Hope, and Ambiguity: Citizens' Perspectives on Climate Change and Energy Use
energy use was often seen in combination with the reduction 9f other environmental impacts, e.g.,
water quality or quantity issues.

.

l.

Agnes:

'Yes, well 1 think that it should just be kept in equilibrium, shouldn't it?
Let's say leisure, the life of a person, as well as the whole, nature around it
and water... That is the most important for me, somehow, that it is in
equilibrium. '
(Focus group 1, Zurich)

In general, water - both as leisure and health resource for people as well as in the form of pristine
aquatic ecosystems - appeared quite often in the positive collages on energy reduction. This is also
the case in the following example (see figure 2):

lnterestingly, the only time an image of unemployment appeared explicitly in one of the collages
was in a business-as-usual collage, not in a collage on energy reduction:
Per:

'.. . in 2030 ... ifwe go on the way we do today. The environment will degrade
year by year .... But we think yo u will remember good old times, it is the first
picture to the left. That you will go baclc in your thoughts how the Stockholm
area looked like in 1997, green with lots ofnature, next picture. ... The picture
at the far right shows that unemployment will be significant - it is our 25 year
old kids who sit there and can 't find a job.'
(Focus group 1, Stockholm)

This example also illustrates that, while sometimes dangers to human well-being in business-asusual scenarios of energy use were associated directly with droughts, floods, or accidents,
sometimes they were seen in connection with more general problems of industrial modernity as
welL A list of such problems is given in the following example:
Oriol:

'We wanted to explore a little the question of violence, problematic things,
marginalization, emigration, psychological problems, drugs, massification

Figure 2: Detail of collage on reducing energy use
(Focus group 1, Stockholm)

'

(Focus group 2, Barcelona)
Magnus:
This last quote, however, is from a group that produced a collage being not purely and
unambiguously negative. First, an image of a pristine coastline was included within the otherwise
very negative collage. Second, the participant presenting this collage also said that after they had
finished, the group had reconsidered and would have wanted the collage to look more positive than
what they had done. This again stresses the importance of analyzing the discussions of the collages
together with the pictures themsel ves.

'Here, cleaner water. Better environment in this comer. The animals are
healthier, as we can see here. The flowers look fresher. Fewer cars down
here, people move. Everything is going to be better. '
(Focus group 1, Stockholm)

In contrast to business-as-usual, strong reduction of energy use was often associated with clearly
positive images. For example, in one of the groups, the collage took the form of a tree with its
branches and leafs made out of images of happy children, sporty women, art, fruit and flowers
(Focus group 1, Zurich). This collage and its discussion was typical in the sense that reducing

The connection made between energy reduction and other environmental policy measures implicit
in these collages reflects a general tendency we observed in the IA-Focus group discussions: the
patticipants seemed to prefer discussing different environmental issues not in isolation, but in a
more integrated manner. The two collages discussed above are also typical for positive energy
reduction collages in another aspect: the future looks bright both for humans and for nature, who are
in harmony with each other. Positive feelings expressed in these collages are related to people
enjoying themselves in this future justas muchas they are related to a healthy environment. We did
not find positive collages on energy reduction that only showed images of healthy plants and
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animals without also showing joy of people. This joy was often connected to outdoor activities,
usually including sports.

like that?' were included (Focus group 10, Zurich). Also fro1J1 the discussions in this group, it is
clear that the pat1icipants conceived a future with environmental degradation caused by continuing
present trends of energy use as frightening, but also as uncertah;.

The role technology plays in these clearly positive collages on energy reduction varíes. In sorne of
these collages, only low-tech options are included, especially cycling. In other collages, energy
efficient and alternative energy technologies play a prominent role. Technologies mentioned include
wind and solar energy, electric cars, improved public transport, and occasionally energy saving
buildings.
Only rarely, technological innovation was mentioned without much association with behavioral
change:
Barbro:

'We believe in high technology. That it doesn 't need to be expensive. We
ha ve alternative energy sources, ... we ha ve low consuming engines, we
have return bottles, we have clean water. We have beautiful buildings... .
We co-operate with a strategic environmental plan ... and in short we
would like to live here in the city. '

Rikard:

'What real/y matters is a clean city and the high technology is a way of
getting there. '
(Focus group 2, Stockholm)

Another type of ambiguity appears, e.g., in the following collage, that was presented by one
participant as clearly negative at the beginning (see figure 3):
Axel:

'Yes, we have tried to choose nothing but threatening things. We have
Lenin for societal problems, the nozzle there is real/y aimed at people like a
,
weapon, ...
(Focus Group 4, Frankfurt region)

More often, technological innovations seemed to be viewed as a complement, rather tban an
alternative, to changes in lifestyles and behavior, as is illustrated below:
Irmgard:

'We thought, we have to reduce everything, that we want to lead a simple
lije and consume less. That we begin to use the things we have he re, that we
take solar energy, collectors, that we possibly put windmills on top of the
houses. That we ... take the bicycle more again, ... that the air gets cleaner,
that we reuse used water for toilets and all kinds of washing machines, that
every person contributes to make an effort to reduce energy ... '
(Focus group 7, Frankfurt region)

Restrictions implied in this statement could also be seen as a negative aspect of energy reduction
scenarios. In sorne groups, energy reduction was indeed assessed more ambiguously, as we shall see
below.

3.2

Figure 3: Detail of collage on continuing present trends.
(Focus group 4, Franlifurt region)

However, this purely negative statement was complemented by a hesitantly positiVe one by a
second participant, referring to pictures of beautiful beaches in the same collage:

AMBIGUOUS COLLAGES

Ambiguous collages were found both for energy reduction and business-as-usual scenarios. These
collages, however, can be understood as expressing different types of ambiguity, as discussed
below.

Thomas:

'Well, ambivalent. To the right you see the bright side of lije, but the
scissors are opening more and more. Between poor and rich. Where you
can afford to live in clean and expensive surroundings ... '
(Focus Group 4, Frankfurt region)

Ambiguous expectations for business-as-usual

Collages on business-as-usual expressing ambiguity carne in different forms. In one collage, for
example, today' s life was depicted as very agreeable, while dark images of a possible future
development were given: chaos, air pollution, draughts, accidents, waste, and death. However,
question marks were put all over thi s part of the collage, and the words 'Today like this! Tomorrow
12
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This type of ambiguous associations with business-as-usual can be understood in terms of
polarization: while there is much degradation and suffering, sorne islands of nature are still intact
and sorne people are still well ofe
Polarization appears in an impressive manner in the following collage from Barcelona, too (see
figure 4). The different sides of this collage show contrasting developments of both the natural and
the social environment:
Osear:

'More or less all of us have agreed that there would be differentiated parts
inside the city, we have made an urban nucleus, a city center .... From
here we have made four parts, one very green and beautiful, which are the
respected natural areas, which is maybe where the European Unían has
spent most money todo all this. We have also made degraded areas on the
other side which are the destroyed and deserted areas which maybe haven 't
been looked at so much. On this side we have put a violent society,
"ghettos" ... here a society which we believe will be superior with
Superman and lucid people who will have a good time and not so
stressful. .. '
(Focus group 5, Barcelona)

J
J

Figure 4: Collage on continuing present trends.
(Focus group 5, Barcelona)
Up to now, we have seen two types of ambiguity, uncertainty and polarization, in examples of
business-as-usual collages. Another type of ambiguity, true ambivalence where the same object or
development evokes positive and negative associations at the same time, is harder to put into
images. Within our business-as-usual collages we did not directly find a picture of that kind. But in
the following example, ambivalence was expressed in the discussions related to a collage
presentation. This collage depicted business-as-usual as a high-tech society in the future, seen
mainly as negative. However, during the discussion on this collage, ambivalent feelings surfaced in
relation to energy use:

)
j
3

There is another interesting feature of this collage in relation to reflexive modernization. The picture of Lenin was explained as
symbolizing demagogy and eye-wash being applied in politics, or "that just much is disguised, like one saw in the past with
communism". The image of the new Frankfurt office tower of a major Gennan bank, superimposed on the picture of Lenin, was
meant to express "Capitalism which somehow develops its stylistic blunder" . Here the traditional political distinction between left
and right becomes blurred and both systems seem to be simultaneously accused of causing problems in 'simple' modernization.

Ina:

Not that you could do something positive with energy or from energy,
that is really all rather, yes, negative. '

Ingrid:

'With one difference: Global communication. That can also be positive.
With the whole world. That is really no problem. That would be quite nice
for sorne people. '

Andreas:

'You also can see it as positive if one uses more energy. Because then
totally new technologies and new experiences in lije become possible.'

Hans:

'lt could also be alternative energy.'
(Focus group 1, Frankfurt region)

While this is connected to negative associations, a feature of reflexive modemization seen rather positively in one of the groups was
changing gender roles in society. This collage includes the pictme of a woman wearing a business suit and demonstrating a karate
pose, and pictures of aman with a steam iron and of another man with a small child in bis arms choosing a pram (Focus group 4,
Stockholm). E ven if this should be an exaggerati on, it reminds us that "a society in which men and women were really equal
(whatever that rnight imply .in detail) would without doubt be a new modernity" (Beck, 1994).

14
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This ambivalence, which was not apparent from the collage picture but only from the discussions,
was another reminder that analyzing corresponding discussion transcripts is an important part of
collage interpretation.

~

o

Ambiguous expectations for energy reduction

ENS

Like in the case of business-as-usual, ambiguous collages on strong energy reduction appeared in
different forms. We again found examples expressing uncertainty, polarization, and ambivalence. A
clear case of uncertainty appeared in the following example (see figure 5). This collage was divided
into two parts by a vertical line. One part was marked with the label 'Either we adapt ... (o ens
adaptem)' and showed improved technology as well as low-tech options like transport by hangglider or bicycle; the other part was labeled ' ... or we turn backwards (o tornem enrere)' and
featured images of primitive societies:
Ferran:

..

1,

1\Df\?TtM .. .t;ml:unos
Nosolto~

11 lwr:t~ r media.

o

we have seen two possibilities, that either we adapted and the city
continued the same with minor changes ... we have included ... an engine
which pollutes less, which consumes less ... and on the other hand we are
not adapting to the reduction of energy, we're not going forward and we're
going backwards ... to prehistoric people, half naked ... there is the duality
that we can see and we don 't know what could happen ... '
(Focus group 3, Barcelona)

In the discussion, the possibility for successful adaptation was seen more optimistically for the case
that energy consumption was reduced gradually between now and 2030 as new technological
advances appear. On the other hand, for the case that there should be sudden reductions of energy
use, expectations were more pessimistic.

Figure 5: Detail of collage on reducing energy use.
(Focus group 3, Barcelona)
A highly interesting example of the second type of ambiguity we found, polarization, appeared in a
collage by a group from the Frankfurt region. This group depicted their region with reduced energy
use in the future as a boat, on which life is beautiful. However, outside of the boat there are misery
and catastrophes. The implication was that a purely regional policy of energy reduction was
expected to increase inequalities, and that a coordination between regional and global policies was
thought to be necessary (see figure 6):
Paul:

16

'The basic idea behind this was, fi rst of all, we have a boat and this boat
depicts our region. And as we have fantastically reduced pollution burden
and energy use, in this region, on this boat, there is a paradise, as it were.
.. . as there is a paradise, so many people want to get in, and that' s not what
we want. Because, maybe they would destroy our wealth and our paradise.
And as you se e on the outsides [of the collage ], the rest of the world is
suffering. What J especially think as well is that such a problem can only be
solved globally and can't be approached regionally ... '
(Focus group 1, Frankfurt region)
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Katja:

'We now have tried, that was a little difficiflt, to make two parts out of the
whole, on the one hand the positive aspect that a reduction of resource use
would entail .. ., and the negative aspect with that, the restriction of the
single person in their actions, in what they can do, as negative aspect of
little resource use. ... '
(Focus group 5, Frankfurt region)

This ambivalence of positive and negative associations did not only hold for the overall scenario,
but also for sorne concrete ünages. For example, a horse-drawn carriage was placed right onto the
middle of the dividing line. This was commented as follows:
Andrea:

Figure 6: Detail of collage on reducing energy use.
(Focus group 1, Franlifurt regían)
Ambiguous associations with strong energy reduction also appeared in the form of ambivalence.
For example, ambivalence pertained to assessments of changing lifestyles under energy reduction in
a collage from Barcelona. Here, positive aspects of changing transport behavior were symbolized
with a drawing of a smiling man on a bicycle, and a picture of people enjoying horse riding.
However, such changes of lifestyle were also seen to have negative aspects:

Maria:

We also see society a lot sadder because probably between now and
2030 there won 't be petral and people will have to abandon their cars and
even the big cities. '
(Focus group 5, Barcelona)

'With many things we saw that they are to be seen positively as well as
negatively, because this is a personal point of view. ... That is why we ha ve
put sorne things in the middle, because it really has to be seen as having
two sides.'
(Focus group 5, Frankfurt region)

A final example on ambivalence shall illustrate that expressing ambivalent feelings in concrete
images can be difficult. In one, otherwise rather positive, collage on energy reduction, an image was
included (see figure 7) indicating that saving the globe could be counterbalanced by 'renunciation'
('Verzicht' in German):
Harald:

'... After the rather many positive things, we thought the day - as it says on
the left side - may be quite wondeiful.4 But this is confronted with
something else; that we couldn't define exactly, because we don't know
what the price of this thing is, well, of keeping the globe there in balance.
That's why we just wrote: 'Renunciation'. That doesn't show up really in
the picture - apart from the thing with the crowded bus maybe - because we
didn 't really have concrete ideas there. '
(Focus group 8, Frankfurt region)

In another IA-Focus Groups, the whole structure of the collage produced by a group from the
Frankfurt region was linked to ambivalence. Very similar to our first example on uncertainty from
Barcelona, the collage was divided by a vetticalline into two pruts. Only this time, the parts did not
represent different alternative development paths for the future, but positive and negative aspects of
energy reduction. One side included flowers, new technologies, and relaxation, and the other side
depicted regulation, control, and fights over resources.

" 'Ein herrlicher Tag', meanlng 'a wonderful day' in German.
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were the same in all four research regions. For all regions it was the case that clearly negative
collages were only found for business-as-usual scenarios of energy use, that clearly positive
collages only appeared for scenarios of strong energy reductioJ}, and that ambiguous coll ages were
found for both types of scenarios.

'
Figure 7: Detail of collage on reducing energy use.
(Focus group 8, Frankfurt regían)
In fact, two levels of ambivalence appeared here. On the first leve], energy reduction was associated
with positive aspects and the one hand, and renunciation on the other. On the second level, it was
explicitly mentioned in the discussion that different valuations can be associated to renunciation
itself- that renunciation is in fact itself ambivalent:
Martina:

'... the thing with renunciation ... is then always a question of valuation. So,
renunciation can be valued positively or can be valued negatively . . . it
depends very much on the assessment of the person in question: What do 1
get Jor giving som.ething up?'
(Focus group 8, Frankfurt region)

To surn up, the expressions of ambiguity we found in collages on strong energy reduction can be
understood as belonging to the same types we saw with co11ages on business-as-usual: uncertainty,
polarization, and ambivalence.

The IA-Focus Group research discussed here is probably best interpreted as hinting at ideal types
consisting, in our case, of typical images associated with business-as-usual scenarios for energy use
and with strong energy reduction scenarios. The sample size does not allow for a statistical analysis
by regions. If we restrict statements about frequencies to the basic categories 'none', 'sorne', or
'all', and handle them with appropriate care, however, two interesting patterns emerge. First, it
seems that across a Iarge part of Europe a perspective of considerable energy reduction is seen as
more preferable than a business-as-usual perspective. This is a highly significant result which
'should be compared with similar investigations in other pmts of the world. In the light of results by
Kempton and Craig (1993), suggesting that policymakers in Europe often view climate change
mitigation much more favorable than their counterpmts in the US, it would be especially interesting
to compare our findings with focus group data from North America. Second, different European
regions seem to differ in cultural ambiguity with regm·d to complex environmental issues. Whether
this arnbiguity is better interpreted as a lack of desirable clm·ity or a sign of reflexive sophistication
will be di scussed briefly below.
4. CONCLUSION
In this section we draw three types of conclusions. First, based on a brief summary of the main
empirical findings, we highlight perspectives of European citizens concerning energy and climate
developments as expressed in IA-Focus Group collages. Second, we raise the question of how these
findings relate to the concept of reflexive modernization. And third, we ask whether the expressions
of ambiguities in the collage work of our l A-Focus Groups could provide inspirations for IAmodellers.

Citizens' perspectives on energy and climate
The citizens participating in our IA-Focus Groups produced collages expressing their associations
with two alternative development scenarios for their region: either continuation of present trends of
energy use, or reduction of energy use to half of its cmrent level within 30 years. Different types of
collages and related discussions emerged: on the one hand clearly negative or clearly positive
collages, on the other hand collages expressing ambiguity in different forms.

Up to now we have discussed common aspects of the collages of all four research regions
(Barcelona, Zurich, Frankfmt region, and Stockholm). But how did these experiences differ
between the regions? On the one hand, sorne general trends in the collages discussed in this paper

With regard to collages without much ambiguity, clearly negative collages were only found for the
scenario of continuing present trends of energy use. Business-as-usual was often associated with
clearly negative images both of degradation of the natural environment, like desertification and
floods, and also of declining social conditions, like illness, high inequality, poverty and violence.
Clem·ly positive collages were only found for the scenm·io of energy use reduction. St:rong reduction
of future energy use was often associated with clearly positive images both related to a healthy
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Regional differences
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However, regional differences appeared with respect to the role ambiguity played in the collages. In
Zurich, collages with little ambiguity - negative for the case of business-as-usual and positive for
the case of energy reduction- dominated. In the Frankfurt region, business-as-usual collages were
also predorninantly negative, while energy reduction collages were more mixed- ei ther positive or
ambiguous. In Stockholm, in a sense the situation was the reverse of the Frankfurt case: energy
reduction collages showed little arnbiguity, i.e. they were predominantly positive, while businessas-usual collages were more rnixed - either negative or ambiguous. In Barcelona, both business-asusual and energy reduction scenarios were dominated by ambiguous collages. But energy reduction
collages tended to be more positive than business-as-usual ones here, too.
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natural environment, like animals and plants in pristine ecosystems, and to human we11-being, like
healthy people relaxing in nature and in well-kept urban environments. These positive
developments were not expected to occur in isolation but combined with improvements concerning
other environmental issues, e.g. , water issues. While technological advances were sometimes
expected to be sufficient for reaching such improvements, more often technological innovation was
seen as a complement, notas an alternative, to cbanges in lifestyles and behavior.

Sometimes this was expressed in straightforward positive and vegative images in the collage work.
In other cases, this was qualified by expressions of ambiguity: while continuing present trends of
energy use may be destructive, this is not certain; while sorne p~ople may suffer from the impacts of
high energy consumption, others may be well off; and while sorne aspects of reduced energy use
may be attractive, other aspects may be unpleasant. Given the heterogeneity in group composition
and in regional background, as well as additional results from other IA-Focus Groups conducted in
our research, we feel confident that one generalization for Western Europe is possible. Business-asusual with regard to energy use is seen as less attractive than significant reductions in energy use in
this part of the world.

Both for the scenarios of continuing present trends and of strong reductions of energy use, more
ambiguous collages were found as well. This ambiguity appeared in different forms, which we have
classified as expressing uncertainty, polarization and ambivalence.
Uncertainty was expressed in collages, e.g. by contrasting images related to different current and
possible future states of the human-envi ronment system, and in comments, e.g. by explicitly stating
that the images represented were far from certain. In one case, for a business-as-usual collage, this
was done by providing an image of agreeable living conditions today in contrast with an image of
degrading living conditions in the future, but labeling the latter with question marks. An example of
uncertainty expressed in an energy reduction scenario consisted of a collage divided into two
halves: one half depicting a negative future of going back to primitive lifestyles, and the other
depicting a positive low-energy society with technological advances and lifestyle changes, while
both parts of the collage were labeled as uncertain alternatives.
In collages expressing polarization, contrasting developments are seen as occurring simultaneously.
Sorne people are better off while others are doing worse, sorne areas are healthy while others are
declining. Again, this was depicted by contrasting images, only this time not representing uncertain
alternatives but developments in different areas and for different people. In one business-as-usual
collage, polarization was depicted separately for the natural and the social dimension: respected
natural areas were contrasted with degraded areas on two sides of the collage, while ghettos of
violence were contrasted with peaceful and advanced forms of society on the two other sides. In
another collage on continuing present trends, the natural and the social dimensions were connected
to each other. In this mostly negative collage, a picture of a beautiful beach was included. In the
discussion it was said that clean surroundings like this still were expected to exist in this scenario,
but only the rich could afford to live there. In one collage on reducing energy use, polarization was
perceived to pertain to different regions with different environmental policy: in the region under
discussion energy reduction was assumed to have lead toan agreeable future in 30 years time, while
in surrounding regions without such a policy living conditions were seen as declining. In general,
for collages expressing polarization, explanations in the discussions seemed somewhat more
important than for collages expressing uncertainty, which were easier to understand on their own.
It seems like expressing ambivalence, where the same object or development evokes both positive
and negative associations, by means of images was more difficult for our IA-Focus Group
participants. In the case of business-as-usual collages, we did not find such explicit images, but only
one example where ambivalent feelings towards future energy use were expressed in the related
discussion rather than explicitly in the collage. However, in the case of strong energy reduction, we
found collage images explicitly expressing ambivalence. In one example of ambivalence towards
energy reduction, the collage was partitioned into two parts, one showing positive associations with
energy reduction (relaxation, advanced technologies, healthy nature) and the other negative
associations (regulation, control, fights over resources). In another example, the group did not know
what negative aspects to expect from energy reduction, but they thought that there would be sorne
unknown price to pay for the positive aspects of energy reduction. They depicted this by balancing
the conserved globe with the word 'renunciation' . In the discussion, renunciation was again seen as
ambivalent. In general, for the collages expressing ambivalence, explanations and comments in the
discussions were essential.

IA-Focus Group findings and reflexive modernization
Our results are hard to reconcile with a framework of simple modernization. Belief in progress is far
from obvious in the groups observed, and business as usual scenarios are far from offering the
reference case of a desirable future.
On the other hand, one can try to apply a "flat" environmentalist perspective to our data. This is
especially relevant with regard to geographical differences. One could argue that the richer a
country, the stronger its "post-materialist" orientations and therefore its environmental concern. In
such a view, the ambivalence found in the Barcelona data would be explained by a lower level of
per capita income, and the more clear-cut results from Zurich by the higher income there. This
interpretation is not really convincing. First, the alleged link between post-materialism and income
per capita does not withstand empirical scrutiny (Dunlap and Mertig, 1996). Second, negative
elements are contained in a11 business as usual collages from Barcelona, and strong energy
reductions do not evoke unambiguous fear in this region either. Moreover, various forms of
uncertainty, polarization, and ambivalence have been found in all regions under study.
It seems more appropriate to distinguish between two kinds of decision contexts: those
characterized by well-defined preferences and those characterized by feelings of ambivalence
(Smelser, 1998). Human life always involves both kinds of contexts, but they are not necessarily
treated on an equal footing in different circumstances. In particular, simple modernization is
focussed on the first kind of situations. In policy making, decision analysis, risk management and
related fields, modernization emphasizes choices which can be judged by unambiguous preferences.
Reflexive modernization does not deny the relevance of these situations, but it combines them with
the second kind. Open debates acquire increased importance, and so does the ability to express and
accept situations of ambivalence. Our data support the view that ordinary citizens in Europe do not
frame the climate change problem in a perspective of simple modernization, while a framework of
reflexive modernization seems more appropriate.

Inspirationfor IA-modelers?
There is a serious gap between the many layers and kinds of uncertainty present in climate change
resem-ch and the graphic images of catastrophic events which capture the public imagination when it
comes to climate change. Blaming the media and politicians for this gap is likely to be a rather
ineffective strategy. Our resem·ch shows that the general public is able to deal with uncertainty and
ambivalence with regard to climate change. So it seems promising to present research results
concerning climate change in ways which make the inevitable uncertainties involved in climate
change assessments more tractable. This seems especially relevant for IA models.

Overall, the participants in our IA-Focus Groups often hada more positive outlook on a future with
strongly reduced energy use than on an alternative future of continuing present trends of energy use.

Up to now, most IA models have relied mainly on graphs and maps as visual output of model
scenarios. While such an output is well suited for scientific audiences, additional visual aids may be
important for stakeholder audiences, especially if these audiences should not only include policy
makers (see Alcamo et al., 1996) but also wider stakeholder groups, including citizens. In our IA-
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Focus Groups, the citizens participating repeatedly said that including pictures in the model
interface would make it easier for them to grasp the model outputs. Thus, for the case of IA-models
which are designed to be accessible to stakeholder audiences as well, including pictures that
symbolize and visualize different types of developments may be useful.
Using pictures as support for model users would probably be particularly difficult, but also
especially rewarding, for tapies of uncertainty, polatization and ambivalence. Uncertainty
discussions have become increasingly prominent in lA-modeling research recently (see, e.g., Pahl et
al., 1998, van Asselt and Rotmans, 1996, Shackley and Wynne, 1995). Examples of different
approaches for incorporating uncertainty analysis and uncertainty display into model design are the
efforts of the teams developing the TARGETS (Rotmans et al., 1997) and the ICAM (Dowlatabadi
and Margan, 1995) models. Perhaps visual work in this context could gain sorne inspiration from
the IA-Focus Group collages displaying uncertainty as discussed in this paper. As indicated above,
in collages produced by these groups unce1tain developments were indicated either by a symbolic
representation of one possible future development labeled as uncertain by including question marks,
or by representations of different possible alternative developments displayed as contrasts on
opposing sides of one picture.
Polarization is an important tapie for lay discussions on global environmental change. Who loses
and who gains, what is conserved and what is destroyed? Such questions are not easy to tackle in
IA-modeling. Analyzing geographical distributions of impacts is not easy (see, e.g., Ceban et al.,
1998), and analyzing winners and losers of, e.g., climate change and mitigation policies within the
same country or region is probably still harder. Agent based modeling may bring advances
concerning the latter in the future. In any case, the experiences from our IA-Focus Group research
suggest that visualizing polarization, if it is included in scenarios, might be based on contrasting
symbolic representations for different areas or agents.
Ambivalence is even more complex than uncertainty or polatization. In the collages discussed,
sometimes ambivalence was expressed by combining images of positive and negative aspects of the
same scenario. Alternatively, the existence of ambivalence was visualized by going to a meta-level
and balancing a concrete image of one aspect by an abstract verbal representation of a contrasting
aspect, for which no concrete image was found. In general, ambivalence seems not to be easily
expressed visually and usually needs additional explanation.
Ambivalence does not refer so much to assessment in the sense of describing possible or probable
developments, but rather to assessment in the sense of judgments on desirability or undesirability of
possible developments. More specifically, ambivalence arises in cases where such judgments
cannot be reached conclusively, but where positive and negative aspects both remain parts of a
complex picture that cannot simply be reduced. Such issues can probably not be addressed or even
communicated by models alone. Judgment needs human values and discussions, and suspended
judgment in the face of ambivalence probably needs human explanations and narratives to be
communicated. Addressing both types of issues in Integrated Assessment, those where judgment
can sometimes be reached and those where judgment remains incomplete because of ambivalence,
makes methods combining scientific models and conversations with stakeholders necessary. The
IA-Focus Group approach presented in this paper is a stepping-stone for developing research along
these lines.
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APPENDIX: DESIGN OF IA-Focus GROUPS

l.

'

This paper is based on 19 IA-Focus Groups involving about 140 citizens (group participation
fluctuated somewhat between group sessions) in four European regions (Stockholm in Sweden,
Frankfurt region in Germany, Zurich in Switzerland, and Barcelona in Spain). They are part of a
larger sample (more than 50 groups with a total of more than 250 discussion sessions) of IA-Focus
Groups conducted in seven European countries (Sweden, UK, Germany, Switzerland, Spain, Italy,
and Greece) in the framework of the research projects ULYSSES and CLEAR (see
acknow ledgments).
The groups were designed along the following lines, which were elaborated in earlier stages of the
mentioned projects. Each group consisted of approximately 6 to 8 citizens, sampled according to
recruitment criteria yielding a broad heterogeneous mix of participants. Most groups met for five
sessions of about 2.5 hours each, or for an equivalent amount of discussion time organized in fewer
sessions. 'A moderator facilitated the discussions of the participants on climate and energy issues,
including possible and desirable developments in the urban region where the participants lived. In
sorne groups, links to Local Agenda 21 initiatives or other local development initiatives had been
established, leading to a broadening of the focus beyond climate and energy. Most groups had
access to computer models providing information on possible global and regional developments. In
most cases, computer models or other scientific input were presented to the groups by a second
moderator in order to avoid an 'expert role' of the group moderator. In the last session, the groups
made a summary of how they assessed climate risks and regional response options.
The groups considered in this paper were run as part of the UL YSSES and CLEAR projects. The
overall goal of these projects was to develop and test new tools for participatory integrated
assessment. In order to do so, different variations of the basic procedure outlined above were tried
out and improved in an iterative manner during the course of the project. To give a concrete
example of how such groups were run in practice, here we describe a design that was developed in
discussions between the research teams of the Barcelona, Zurich, Frankfurt and Stockholm research
regions of ULYSSES. This design is based on expetiences gained at earlier phases of the ULYSSES
and CLEAR projects (see Dürrenberger et al., 1997, and Kasemir et aL, 1997), and was applied in
the final IA-Focus Groups conducted in these four regions. The collages and related discussions on
which this paper is based are from groups conducted according to this design, or in sorne cases toan
earlier design version similar to it. Further variations of the basic group design developed and tested
within ULYSSES have been described by De Marchi et al. (1998) and Darier (1997).
RECRUITMENT

The aim was not to get specific homogeneous compositions of the groups, but a broad cross-section
of citizens to patticipate in our groups. This applies both to socio-demographic criteria as well as to
environmental attitudes. The latter ctiterion was considered important in order to ensure that
different perspectives on climate and energy are represented in the discussions. Using
heterogeneous group compositions allows to work with groups that can be understood as a kind of
micro-cosmos for exploring debates which could take place within the general public (see Jaeger et
al., forthcoming) .
Criteria

In order to get a wide heterogeneous spectrum of focus group participants, the following
recruitment criteria were applied:
24
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(

Place of residence: All participants should be inhabitants of the same metropolitan area.

(

Age: At least 1/3 of the participants should be younger and at Ieast 1/3 should be older than 50
years.

(

Gender: At least 1/3 of the partic ipants should be male and at least 1/2 should be female.

(

Occupation and Education: At least 113 of participants should be manually working people
(employees or entrepreneurs) and no more than 1/3 university graduates.

(

Income: At least 1/3 of the participants should have relatively low income (threshold below the
average household income) and at least 1/3 should have relatively high income (some tbreshold
above the average household income).

(

Attitudes towards the Environment:
In order to avoid a 'green' bias in our groups, two questions were asked when contacting
potential group participants:
"Please mention the three most important problems in our society today."
At least 1/3 of participants should ha ve mentioned the environment, at least 1/3 of
the participants should not ha ve mentioned it.
"Would you be in favor ofmore environmental regulation
(taxes and laws) ?"
At least 1/3 of participants should have agreed, at least 113 should have disagreed.

Remark: Recruitment according to these criteria was done either by the research teams themselves
(using random phone contacts and subsequent screening for the criteria) or by professional
recruitment agencies.
The adoption of the above recruitment criteria led to highly heterogeneous groups. In sorne groups,
this ranged, e.g., from an unemployed waiter to a broker with hi gh income, from an industrial
worker to a 'cultural consultant', or from an 84 year old retired teacher to a 23 year old hotel
receptionist. Accordingly, the discussions in the groups were shaped by very different backgrounds
and experiences among the participants. These types of discussion needed more careful moderation,
but also tended to contain richer material on interactions between different viewpoints, than had
been the case with more homogeneous groups conducted earlier within the project.
In general, recruitment is one of the most difficult points when conducting IA-focus groups. It is far
from trivial to get a rnix of participants according to all the criteria above, especially if they should
be ready to attend five session s. In sorne groups, not all of our criteria could be fully met. A typical
situation is that one get confirmations from participants corresponding to a group that would meet
your criteria, but then one or two people never show up. One strategy to decrease the chance of
5
havi ng too few different backgrounds present in the groups is to slightly over-recruit the groups.

PROCESS DESCRIPTION
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explore different sites (e.g., climate change information express~d in the form of different computer
6
models). This voyage metaphor can also be used throughout the subsequent sessions. Furthermore,
from the very beginning, the participants are encouraged to express their own opinions and
concerns ("there are no right or wrong answers; there is no need to agree with the others ... ").
Then, in order to explore spontaneous non-verbal associations to climate and energy issues, the
participants are asked to produce collages on their expectations for the future. For this task, the
groups are split into subgroups. One subgroup produces a collage on how they think their region
could look like by 2030 if present trends continue. The other subgroup does the same under the
assumption that energy use is reduced by 50 % from present levels up to 2030. Each group is
provided with a set of magazines containing a wide range of images to choose from. After
approximately 30 minutes to one hour, the two subgroups present these collages to each other, and
discuss them.
At the end of the first session, the group discusses environmental change. This is followed by a
short feedback round on how the participants had experienced this session, and a short presentation
of the program for the following sessions. One tool that can be used in the last part of all sessions
are 'graffiti cards' : pieces of cardboard on which each participant can make a drawing of what he or
she thought or felt important about this session. These drawings are then presented to the group.
This procedure is intended to enable the participant to express themselves in a more informal
manner as well. A further tool that can be used is the ' voyage diary' in which each participant, or
alternatively all participants together, can note down their impressions of this leg of their 'journey' .

Sessions two, three and tour
In these sessions, the participants discuss about climate change and related regional options and
measures. They are provided with computer models and possibly also with other expert input (e.g.,
'fact sheets' or expett presentations) as a background to their discussions. The models are presented
by a model moderator, who both introduces the computer models and facilitates the group's
interaction with them. In the following, we only give a rough overview of the content of these
sessions. The use of models in IA-focus groups is described and analyzed in more detail in Jaeger,
Dahinden et aL (in preparation).
One possibility to start this part of the process is first to introduce the global dimension of climate
change and energy use. Alternatively, the regional dimension can be introduced in an initial phase
of the discussions befare looking at the global scale. In either case, it seems useful to use both a
model on global change and one on alternative regional developments. In our groups, the
participants were presented with either the IMAGE (see Alcamo, 1994) or the TARGETS (see
Rotmans and de Vries, 1997) model on global change. The group could request scenarios to be
computed directly dming tl1e session (for the case of TARGETS) or choose to look at spedfic
scenarios from a pre-computed set (for the case of IMAGE). Before the model is used, the
participants are asked what information they would expect or like models to provide, upon which
they fill in a short questionnaire on their expectations of, and previous experience with, computers.
The model is then presented and used to back up the discussions on different global change
scenarios.

At the start, the participants fill in a questionnaire concerning climate change issues (knowledge,
aWtudes, and support for goals and measures) and also socio-demographic data. After that, the
moderator can introduce the metaphor of going on a voyage, during which the IA-focus group will

During the discussions on regional options related to climate and energy, either a model on regional
C02 ernissions or alternatively a model on personal C02 emissions is used. In our focus groups
using a regional model, PoleStar (see Raskin et aL, 1996) was used. This is an accounting
framework which allows to calculate regional emissions, e.g. of C02, if information on technology
rnix and level of use of different technologies in a region is provided. Sorne regional scenarios are

' However, this seem s to depend on the cultural context. In our groups in Stockholm for example, all participants who had confirmed
either turned up, or phoned well in advance if they really couldn' t attend. Thus, in Stockholm over-recruit.ment led toa group size of
11 participants in one of the groups.

• This use of a voyage metaphor and its link to the diary or logbook procedure (see below) was inspired by the approach of the
Venice research team witlún the ULYSSES project (see De Marclú et al, 1998).

Session one
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computed in advance and are presented to the group. This supports a discussion on the regional
situation and on implications of possible actions. It is possible to let the group suggest preferable
future changes in different sectors, e.g., transport and household, and to translate this into a coherent
model scenario between two sessions. As an alternative, in sorne groups a model on personal C02
emissions, which is adapted to the living conditions in the region in question , was employed. For
this, the model described by Schlumpf et al. (forthcoming) was chosen. Whichever regional or
personal model is used, and in whatever specific way, it is important to provide enougb time for the
group to discuss desirable (and undesirable) possible future developments in tbeir region in-depth.

Remark: Although the citizens' reports were often interesting, opr experience is that they should not
be considered as the central output of the process, but should always be regarded in combination
with the other outputs obtained from the focus group processe~. The most essential output of our
IA-Focus Groups have proven to be the discussions among the participants. These discussions are
documented on video and audio tapes which are prutially transcribed for analysis, as well as with
notes produced by a note taker during the sessions. Probably the most interesting findings derive
from the argumentation that participrults use in attempting to come to grips with problems like
environmental change and to link this to their everyday lives. While the citizens' reports can
indicate points of agreement in the groups, they become bloodless if not considered in the context
of the conversations. As one participant of an IA-Focus Group in Stockholm said on their citizens'
report, " ... we can agree that we think these points are right, OK, they reflect our points of view I
think. But we have said so much more and it sounds too simple when you look at it now like this. "

After this model interaction, the participants comment on their experience with these models and
fill in another short questionnaire on this. At the end of each of these three sessions, the same
procedure was used as at the end of session one: a feedback round, possibly usi ng graffiti cards
and/or voyage diaries.
Session five

The final session of the IA-Focus Groups is devoted to the production of a written citizens' repmt
by the group. For this task, the research team asks the group to make an assessment of climate
issues and related policy options according to a list of questions, similar to the following ones:

Further outputs from the group to be taken into consideration ínclude products generated by the
participants themselves (collages, diaries- group 'logbook' or personal notebooks -, 'graffiti cards',
and lists with rankings of the importance of the climate problem), as well as questionnaires. In
addition, occasionally materials ru·e spontaneously brought by participants into the sessions (e.g.,
newspaper articles, environmental advocacy campaigning letters on climate change to politicians,
poems, or information obtained from the Internet).

1) Do yo u think there is a problem of climate change
- here (e.g., in Stockholm)?
- world-wide?
If yes, then what is the problem?
2) Given this, how should we live in 30 years time here (e.g., in
Stockholm)?
3) What should be done so that we can get there?
4) Given this, how much energy use compared to today is appropriate in
total, and in the different sectors (e.g., transport, households).
5) Who should take action? And when?
6) What do you think will be difficulties in getting there?
7) If you have anything else you want to note down, please do so.
These questions are presented to the group already in each of the preceding sessions, so that this
task does not come as a surprise to the group in this final session. Usually, the moderation team
7
leaves the room while the group works on their citizens' report for approximately 1.5 hours. The
group is encouraged to note down their agreement on points where consensus develops, but are not
required to reach a common position. The reason is that a strive for consensus at any cost might
lead to ' trivial' reports, giving only the least common denominator and leaving all remaining
conflict aside.
At the end of this final session, the group presents their citizens' report to the moderation team and
comments on it in a final discussion round. Subsequently, the participants fill out a short final
questionnaire on issues of climate, energy, and policy options. The process is closed with the usual
feedback round, anda general evaluation of the whole focus group process by the participants.

' However, sorne groups preferred the moderators to stay and to help with compiling statements they had made in earlier sessions into
the report.
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